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Abstract
As robots are increasingly deployed in contact-rich tasks, there has been increased interest in

models of contact that are more accurate than those of untuned simulations. These methods typi-
cally rely on simulators that have been system-identified, full dynamical models that are learned, or
a combination of both approaches. These methods have typically targeted scenes with well-behaved
physical parameters and a single body; however, wider ranges of phenomena are important for
many real-world settings and serve as stress-tests that probe the strengths and weaknesses of these
methods. In this study, we present a large synthesized dataset with diverse scenes, including ob-
jects with varying materials and geometries, or multiple objects involved in inter-body collisions.
We use this dataset, to compare and contrast recent approaches in a systematic and unified way.
Our empirical evaluations show that while some analytical methods work well in some settings and
learned (and hybrid) methods work well in others, no existing method excels in all situations, and
all tend to struggle as geometric complexity and the number of scene bodies increase. Our findings
call for the collection of more diverse real-world contact datasets for better evaluation of future
models. Supplemental videos can be viewed at the project website.1
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1. Introduction

The physical phenomenon of rigid-body collision and contact is extremely common, yet extremely
complex. Accurate predictive modeling of contact dynamics is not only a scientific pursuit itself, but
is also of practical importance for improving model-based control techniques in settings in which
intelligent robots must efficiently interact with their environment. Since conventional models used
in simulations (e.g., Coulomb friction) fail to fully capture the complexity of contact phenomena,
research in recent years has focused on data-driven methods for improving their accuracy. The
wide spectrum of novel methods developed range from system identification with analytical physics
models (Acosta et al., 2022) to fully learning-based methods of varying model architectures (Pizzuto

1. Project Website: https://sites.google.com/view/rigid-contact/
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and Mistry, 2021; Allen et al., 2022), as well as hybrid methods integrating learned and analytical
components (Jiang et al., 2022; Pfrommer et al., 2021).

While these research efforts have expanded from simpler dynamical settings such as planar
pushing to full object tumbling and sliding in 3D, most methods rely on contact data consisting
of a single rigid body colliding with flat ground. Further, that single body is often studied across
very few geometric and material variations. How well do state-of-the-art contact modeling methods
perform in more diverse scenarios, beyond those previously reported?

To answer this question, we need a diverse array of benchmarking tasks, with different numbers
of objects potentially in contact, and with varying geometric complexity and material properties.
With the long-term goal of building diverse and accurate benchmarks with contact data from real-
world observations, in this paper, we focus on first building a set of more diverse benchmarks in
analytical simulators. Simulation provides a first-step at exploring modeling challenges and oppor-
tunities without the variability or cumbersome expense of real-world data collection. In total, we
generate 12,000 synthetic trajectories of colliding objects with 17 unique objects.

Based on these new tasks, we evaluate several representative data-driven contact modeling meth-
ods (Acosta et al., 2022; Allen et al., 2022; Jiang et al., 2022) to study how each varying input sys-
tem parameter (material, geometry, and number of bodies) impacts the performance of each method.
Importantly, for system identification and hybrid methods involving analytical solvers, we ensure
the simulators used in modeling and testing are different from those used to collect the synthetic
data, so that all methods, regardless of the amount of learning they employ, fairly assume no prior
knowledge of the ground-truth contact dynamics.

Our empirical evaluations show that the accuracy of the evaluated methods generally drops
with less damped materials, more complex geometry, and more bodies in contact. The results call
for more comprehensive and diverse real-world contact datasets to better evaluate future contact
models. All benchmarks and implementations will be open-sourced to facilitate future research in
the contact modeling community. In summary, we contribute:

• A benchmark dataset containing multiple objects per scene, with varying geometry, material,
and number of collisions.

• Empirical evaluation of multiple existing rigid contact models on the benchmark dataset.

• Analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of each method in each scenario.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of related work on rigid body
contact models. Sections 3 and 4 describe our experimental setup, including the dataset generation
procedure and model implementation details. Experimental results are reported in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Rigid-body contact is challenging to model due to its non-smooth nature (Parmar et al., 2021; Bian-
chini et al., 2022). Within each discrete mode, contact forces are stochastic with large variability.
Below, we review related work on modeling contact phenomena, with a focus on methods that uti-
lize observed contact data, collected for specific objects of interest, to fit (i.e., learn) better models.

Analytical Models. Pure analytical contact models use physics equations and solve for contact
forces that satisfy contact constraints (e.g., non-penetration, Coulomb friction cone constraints)
without fitting models or parameters on collected data. Existing physics simulators employ different
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strategies to tackle this theoretically NP-hard problem, including penalty-based methods (Freeman
et al., 2021), convex relaxations (Todorov, 2014), and linear complementarity problems (LCPs)
(Baraff, 1989; Stewart and Trinkle, 1996; Anitescu and Potra, 2002).

System Identification. The accuracy of analytical (or hybrid) models can be improved by fitting
the model parameters to match observed data; this process is commonly referred to as system identi-
fication (SysID). If the data is distributed similarly to deployment scenarios, fitted models can more
accurately predict unseen contact motions (Acosta et al., 2022; Jatavallabhula et al., 2021; Chebotar
et al., 2019; Le Lidec et al., 2021). System parameters may have physical meaning (e.g., friction
coefficient, coefficient of restitution), or may be parameters in the solvers analytical models. There-
fore, the goal of SysID is usually only to improve prediction accuracy, rather than to uncover the
true underlying physical parameters.

Learning-Based Models. Another class of methods completely forgo analytical physics models
and allow for more freedom in fitting complex contact behavior through the use of machine learning.
Gaussian processes and fully-connected neural networks have been explored (Fazeli et al., 2017;
Pizzuto and Mistry, 2021). Contrary to previous evidence (Parmar et al., 2021; Bianchini et al.,
2022), graph neural network (GNN) frameworks were recently demonstrated Allen et al. (2022) as
being able to emulated highly discontinuous rigid-body contact.

Hybrid Models. Researchers have investigated hybrid methods that combine analytical physics
simulators with machine learning (Ajay et al., 2018; Fazeli et al., 2020; Heiden et al., 2021). For
example, ContactNets (Pfrommer et al., 2021) proposed learning contact Jacobians to be incorpo-
rated into an analytical simulator and further introduced a real-world dataset featuring single cube
tosses. Jiang et al. (2022) demonstrated an analytical routine for the computing the contact normal
force that uses body-level friction wrenches output from a learned neural network.

In this paper, we evaluate three representative methods for data-driven contact modeling, one
from each of the above categories: system identification, learning-based models, and hybrid models.
We extend the evaluation tasks to include diverse scenarios involving multiple objects with varying
gemeotry and material properties.

3. Benchmark Datasets

We present datasets of rigid bodies in motion involving collisions. Informally, one can think of these
as varying “tosses” in the spirit of Pfrommer et al. (2021). These tosses feature objects at random
initial positions and velocities, resulting in diverse trajectories and observed contact dynamics. For
our analysis, these objects are varied in a controlled manner over shape, material, and number of
objects in simultaneous contact.

Our benchmark datasets are summarized in Table 1. Each dataset contains scene variations
(i.e., scene variant) where a single physical parameter is modified while other parameters remain
constant. In total, our dataset consists of seventeen objects comprised of seven unique geometries
and eleven materials. Each scene consists of one or more objects and a ground plane. For each
scene variant in each dataset, we randomly draw 275 tosses for training, 165 for validation, and 110
for testing. Each toss is approximately 0.95 seconds of motion, consisting of 140 image frames.

We use the Bullet simulator (Coumans, 2015) to simulate our object tossing scenes. The simu-
lator parameters are reported in Table 2a. All objects have a mass of 0.37 kg, and are scaled such
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that the axis-aligned bounding box measures 10.48 centimeters wide. The inertia of each object is
determined with uniform density assumption.

Initial state. The initial state is uniformly sampled from the distributions detailed in Table 2b. For
multi-body scenes, to avoid spawning overlapping objects, we adopt the routine from Greff et al.
(2022), which spawns objects iteratively. For each additional object, we sample a rotation, compute
the axis-aligned 3D bounding box of the object in its orientation, and sample the position from
the spawn region minus the bounding box. Sampling is repeated until the current object does not
overlap with any existing objects in the scene, for a maximum of 100 trials. We bias the velocity
such that the bodies move towards the center of the scene by subtracting a constant vector in line
with the object position with respect to center from the sampled velocity vector.

4. Evaluated Contact Models

To cover a wider spectrum of data-driven contact modeling, we select one method from each cate-
gory: system identification, learned, and hybrid. For each method, we follow the traditional train-
test evaluation framework. For a single scene variant, a contact model is fit on the training set. The
best model is selected according to its performance on a validation set. Then, the best contact model
is applied to a held-out test set, and evaluation metrics are reported.

4.1. Evaluation Metrics

We report metrics following Pfrommer et al. (2021), but extended for multiple bodies. For each ob-
ject k in each frame with ground truth pose (translation and rotation matrix) (x̄k, R̄k) and predicted
pose (x̂k, R̂k), we compute:

1. positional error, defined as 1
wk

∥x̄k − x̂k∥2, where wk is the width of the kth object,

2. rotational error, defined as |angle(R̄k, R̂k)|, where angle(R1,R2) is the angle of rotation
between R1 and R2, and

3. floor penetration, defined as maxj (max (0,−zj,k)) where zj,k is the z coordinate of the jth

mesh node of the kth object.

For each trajectory in the test set, we compute frame-level metrics on each object. Metrics are
averaged over trajectories and timesteps (and over objects for the MULTICUBES dataset).

Table 1: Datasets. Variants of the object tossing datasets. For each scene variant in one dataset, we
vary a single physical or scene parameter while keeping all others fixed. Varied parameters
include friction coefficient, coefficient of restitution, geometry, and number of bodies.

Dataset Friction Restitution Geometry No. of Bodies

FRICTIONCUBES 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 0.0 cube 1
BOUNCYCUBES 0.0 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 cube 1
POLYHEDRA 0.18 0.125 4, 6, 8, 12, 14, 20, 26-face polyhedra 1
MULTICUBES 0.18 0.125 cube 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
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Table 2: Implementation details and simulator settings. Parameters to simulate ground truth,
initial state distribution, and optimization settings for system identification.

(a) Bullet parameters used to
simulate the ground truth

Parameter Setting

Timestep 0.00676
gravity (0, 0, -9.8)
restitution velocity 0.0
threshold
floor friction 1.0
floor restitution 1.0

(b) Initial state distribution
of the benchmark datasets

State Component Bounds

position (low) (-0.4, -0.4, 0.13)
position (high) (0.4, 0.4, 0.15)
rotation SO(3)
velocity (low) (-1.2, -1.2, 0)
velocity (high) (1.2, 1.2, 0)
angular velocity (low) (0, 0, 0)
angular velocity (high) (0, 0, 0)

(c) Optimization domains for system
identification in MuJoCo

Parameter Domain

per-object friction [0, 1]
floor friction [0, 1]
floor contact stiffness [1e2, 1e4]
floor contact damping [0, 1e3]

4.2. System Identification

We use system identification to fit contact parameters of an analytical simulator to maximally repro-
duce training trajectories. The identified contact parameters θ∗ are the solution to the optimization
problem θ∗ = argminθ∈Θ L(θ), where Θ is the optimization domain of the contact parameters and
L(θ) is an objective function evaluating the predicted tosses for the contact parameters θ.

Simulator. We use MuJoCo (Todorov et al., 2012) as our choice of simulator. Unlike Bullet,
which uses hard collision constraints, MuJoCo uses a relaxed, convex approximation of rigid con-
tact (Anitescu, 2006; Todorov, 2014). The discrepancy in contact modeling between the ground
truth trajectories (simulated with Bullet) and predicted trajectories (simulated with MuJoCo) at-
tempts to replicate the simulation-to-reality gap, making comparisons with purely learned methods
more fair. The simulation frequency and gravity vector are set to match those in Table 2a.

Optimization. We use NGOpt (Meunier et al., 2021), a gradient-free optimizer (often used for
meta-optimization), to optimize the contact parameters of each object in the scene. We use the open
source implementation2 provided by Nevergrad (Rapin and Teytaud, 2018). The optimization do-
main and parameters are provided in Table 2c. We use a budget of 10,000 iterations. The identified
contact parameters are those that minimize the objective function, which is a frame-level configura-
tion error averaged over timesteps and trajectories in the batch. The frame-level configuration error
is extended from Acosta et al. (2022) to multiple objects, defined as,

L(q̄, q̂) =
K∑
k=1

(
2

wk
∥x̄k − x̂k∥22 + angle(R̄k, R̂k)

2

)
, (1)

where K is the number of objects in the scene. The positional loss weighting per-object normalizes
the losses across objects, relative to their physical size. Since gradient-free optimizers tend to
provide few guarantees for local optimality, and in some cases can diverge, for each scene, we
select the model across ten runs that performed the best on the validation set.

4.3. Graph Neural Network

In order to evaluate pure learning-based methods, we use GNNs as our model representation, in-
spired by recent performant research (Allen et al., 2022). GNNs use the mesh vertices of each object

2. https://github.com/facebookresearch/nevergrad
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Figure 1: Effect of restitution. Average positional error, rotational error, and ground penetration
for cubes with different coefficients of restitution from the BOUNCYCUBES dataset.

as the input graph nodes, and object mesh edges as graph edges. Input node features include veloci-
ties and distances to boundaries. Edge features consist of relative displacement between nodes, and
their magnitudes. The training objective is the mean squared error over vertex-level accelerations.

We use an open source implementation3 by Sanchez-Gonzalez et al. (2020). We apply random
walk noise with scale 3 × 10−4 and five previous velocities of history as input to the model. For
each scene variant, a single GNN model is trained on the training set. Each model was trained with
a batch size of 64 and a learning rate of 10−4 for up to one million iterations. The model iteration
with the lowest rollout error on the validation set is selected as the final model, to be evaluated on
the test set. Since the model directly outputs vertex positions (which have no guarantee of matching
the resting mesh shape of the simulated object), we follow Allen et al. (2022) and project the output
vertices onto the resting mesh using shape matching Müller et al. (2005). This is only applied as a
post-processing step, after an entire rollout is generated by the model.

4.4. Hybrid Contact Model

We evaluate a representative hybrid contact model similar to Jiang et al. (2022), where the body-
level friction wrench is inferred with a neural network, followed by a frictionless LCP solve which
provides normal contact forces. Given observed data, we use inverse contact dynamics to compute
the body-level contact wrench per transition. The friction wrench is extracted from the contact
wrench and is used as supervision to train a regressor for predicting the friction wrench. For the
regressor model, we use a three-layer MLP with 512, 360, and 180 hidden nodes at each layer,
respectively. The input features and loss function follow Jiang et al. (2022). We train the model up
to 1,000 epochs with a batch size of 512 and learning rate of 5× 10−4 until the validation loss fails
to improve for twelve epochs. The model with the best validation loss is selected as the final model.
We implemented this method in Python with Nimble Physics (Werling et al., 2021). As this method
assumes a single rigid body contacting a plane, it is only evaluated in single rigid body experiments.

5. Evaluation Results

Section 5.1 evaluates the aforementioned baseline methods on each of our benchmarking datasets
and scene variants. In Section 5.2, we conduct ablation studies to investigate in further detail.

3. https://github.com/deepmind/deepmind-research/tree/master/learning to simulate
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Figure 2: Effect of friction. Average positional error, rotational error, and ground penetration for
cubes with different friction coefficients from the FRICTIONCUBES dataset.
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Figure 3: Effect of geometry. Average positional error, rotational error, and ground penetration for
objects with different numbers of faces from the POLYHEDRA dataset.

5.1. Benchmark

Restitution. In Figure 1, we show performance as a function of restitution on the BOUNCYCUBES

dataset. The positional error steadily increases for the models with analytical components, while
staying fairly constant for GNN. The rotational error increases quickly for all methods. We hy-
pothesize that elastic collision is more difficult to model, likely due to more energy in the system,
suggesting that less damped materials are important for future methods to evaluate on.

Friction. We analyze the effect of friction on model performance in Figure 2 with the FRICTION-
CUBES dataset. In general, system identification (SysID-MuJoCo) and GNN outperform Hybrid
(Jiang et al., 2022). In the extreme case of friction µ = 0, all methods exhibit lower errors com-
pared to higher µ, implying that µ = 0 is the simplest scene variant for all methods. For realistic
values of µ > 0, we do not observe a trend in performance across different friction coefficients.

Geometry. Figure 3 reports results on the POLYHEDRA dataset. Renderings of final-frame pre-
dicted poses and ground truth can be found in Figure 4. Our results indicate that the number of
geometric faces does not affect positional error, while rotational error worsens as the number of
faces increases, but plateaus as the polyhedra asymptotically approach the geometry of a sphere.
With lower discrete curvature at each vertex and more compact vertex/face sets, there is more dense
information in z for both analytical and learning-based methods to use, decreasing penetration. The
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Figure 4: Rendering of different number of faces. Ground truth versus predicted final-frame
poses on the POLYHEDRA dataset. Gray denotes ground truth. Blue denotes the predicted
pose from SysID-MuJoCo. Gold denotes the predicted pose from GNN.
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Figure 5: Effect of number of bodies. Average positional error, rotational error, and ground pene-
tration for different numbers of bodies from the MULTICUBES dataset.

result is that the polyhedra quickly approach a rolling motion as vertex count increases, as opposed
to a tumbling motion that is prone to penetrate.

Multi-body. We evaluate multi-body contact for different numbers of bodies K with the MULTI-
CUBES dataset. Renderings of final-frame pose predictions and ground truth can be found in Figure
6. Figure 5 shows a weak linear increase in positional and rotational errors as the number of bodies
increases; as expected, ground penetration for each model is agnostic to the number of bodies. As
can be seen later in 5.2, this error is correlated with inter-body penetration, which is a major source
of the error. These results, showcase the importance to evaluate how well each method scales with
increasing number of colliding bodies.

5.2. Analysis

In this section we probe the results of our experiments in order to understand why certain methods
outperform others under specific conditions. Understanding when and why a particular method
succeeds is key to developing future contact modeling algorithms.

Inter-body penetration. In Figure 7a, we report the average inter-penetration distance. We find
that GNN has significantly more inter-penetration between freely moving bodies compared to floor
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Figure 6: Rendering of different number of bodies. We render the ground truth (gray) and pre-
dicted (blue for SysID-MuJoCo and gold for GNN) final-frame poses for different base-
line methods across different numbers of bodies from the MULTICUBES dataset.

penetration. This is likely due to the sparsity of the contact events: while ground-contact is con-
sistent, occurring at similar spatial coordinates and directional velocities, inter-body collisions can
happen at any location and in any direction. This provides less signal to supervise on. This is sup-
ported by the fact that error increases with the number of bodies, where extreme collision events are
sparse. By contrast, while analytical methods have error, it is bounded (sometimes with guarantees)
since rigid body simulators are typically tuned so as to ensure penetrations are not catastrophic.
For learning-based methods, data augmentation schemes specialized to contact events will likely
improve learned model performance.

Pairwise collisions. While the number of pairwise interactions can theoretically increase quadrat-
ically with K, in practice not all possible collisions occur. In our experiments, the maximum number
of pairwise collisions for a given K is K rather than K(K−1)/2. See Figure 7b for the distribution
of pairwise collisions in the MULTICUBES dataset. The fact that contact events are relatively sparse
(and are in fact thin-tailed) explains the slow degradation of performance in Figure 5.

Ground penetration. All methods display at least some penetration, with a slight downward trend
for SysID-MuJoCo and GNN. We visualize the average penetration over time in Figure 7c. While
penetrations stabilize, many analytical solvers converge to nonzero penetration. Solvers that employ
penalty methods or use explicit soft contact models are especially prone to ground penetration, but
penetration can also persist for solvers that solve an LCP. That penetration occurs because solving
LCPs neutralizes velocities of penetrating bodies but does not necessarily correct positional errors
accrued. Purely learned models have the flexibility to discover dynamics that minimize contact
penetration (µ = 0 in Figure 7c); however, as dynamics become more complex, model capacity
may be exhausted on accurately representing other phenomena and penetration may worsen (µ = 1
in Figure 7c). Augmenting analytical models with strong contact priors with learned models that
explicitly penalize contact penetration may provide for the best of both worlds.
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Figure 7: Analysis and ablations. (a) Maximum inter-body penetration by GNN, per-frame, aver-
aged over the test set. (b) For each number of bodies K, we plot the number of unique
pairwise collisions across frames. (c) Lowest vertex height averaged over predictions
with µ = 0.0 (solid lines) and µ = 1.0 (dashed lines).

Methods Friction Restitution Number of Faces Number of Bodies

Analytical (SysID-MuJoCo) No Yes Yes Yes
GNN (Sanchez-Gonzalez et al., 2020) No Yes Yes Yes
Hybrid (Jiang et al., 2022) Yes Yes N/A N/A

Table 3: Importance of physical attributes for evaluating rigid body contact models. We report
“Yes” or “No” if the dimension (column) is important for assessing the method (row).

6. Discussion and Conclusion

In this work, we presented a diverse benchmark containing multiple collision datasets as a first step
to systematically evaluate different data-driven contact modeling approaches. From our evaluation
results on recent methods, we found that while learning-based methods have their advantages in
some scenarios, they are not yet one-size-fit-all solutions, and nevertheless still suffer from accuracy
drops when geometry, material, or the scene becomes more complex (Table 3). Part of the reason
for such performance drop, is exactly the fact that they cannot satisfy hard physics constraints (e.g.,
non-interpenetration) precisely, and such constraint violation tends to accumulate when the task
becomes more complex and challenging to model.

We view this work as a prerequisite for proposing key attributes to consider with designing
future datasets in the real world. There are many more attributes we would like include, in a fu-
ture synthesized or real-world dataset, such as rigid articulation (i.e., multiple links), irregular and
non-convex geometry, and non-flat terrains. Method-wise, we would like to evaluate more recent
approaches such as other types of hybrid simulators, and differentiable simulations. A study to eval-
uate the sensitivity of methods with respect to noise and temporal resolution would also be useful.
We hope such an open-sourced benchmark with baseline implementations will help improve the
code availability of future work, which currently poses a limiting constraint on this study.
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